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Overview
With over 40 years experience in Sauna Cabin manufacturing we
pride ourselves on bringing our customers fantastic quality saunas
at affordable prices.
Sauna cabins provide a haven of tranquillity, a place to unwind,
cleanse your body and refresh your mind. We offer a range of cabins
from one person domestic saunas up to 14 seat commercial models.
Constructed from only the finest quality timber sourced from trusted
merchants with FSC and PEFC certification, all of our cabins are
designed for easy installation, no plumbing or drainage, plastering
or building work, all that is required is a space that leaves a 25mm

Traditional Finnish LD C3040 Floor Standing

Traditional Finnish HD Sauna HD3030 Floor Standing

air gap all around the cabin and a suitable electrical power supply.
All Oceanic sauna heaters are CE tested by the independent testing
house Nemko.
Commercial and Home saunas are supplied direct and can be
delivered to anywhere in Europe.

Bespoke Commercial Projects

Traditional Finnish Light Duty
Commercial Saunas
Our light duty commercial sauna cabins are suitable for use in
smaller, less heavily frequented spas and gyms.
Each light duty commercial sauna is supplied complete with: A
EOS sauna heater with OCSB digital remote controls and 15kgs
sauna heater rocks.
Reinforced 5 slat benches with supports, an extra duty base which
lifts the walls panels off the floor, back rests, slatted floor mat (all
supplied flat packed),
A modern full height safety glass door with polished chrome &
Ash wood handle and polished chrome hinges, heater guard,
towel and fragrance rack, four 125ml bottles of
Saunaroma (Lavender, Eucalyptus, Rosemary, Orange) headrests,
traditional water bucket with liner and sculpted ladle, sand timer,
thermometer, and lighting. Assembly instructions, caution plate,
operation and maintenance manual, water resistant bathing rules
card and all fitting and fixings.
All panels are fully insulated with 50mm of rockwool fibre, and are
clad on both the exterior and interior faces allowing the cabin to
be assembled free standing in almost any location without the
need for brickwork, plastering or fixing to walls .
The door mounted in its frame is the same size as a panel and
entirely symmetrical allowing its position on the to be readily
interchanged, though the door must for safety reasons be opened
outward it can be hinged either left or right.

C3030 Light Duty Sauna Cabin

In many cabins it is possible to have more than one bench layout, we
are happy to advise on individual circumstances.

Product Features
EOS HEATER + OCSB CONTROLS
A wall mounted Finnish style sauna heater made in Germany by
EOS, features long life incoloy heating elements, scratch resistant
anthracite powder coating with a pearl effect finish, and a die-cast
aluminium top, designed for fast heat-up times and powerful water
infusions. For the most reliable, accurate and quickest heating of
your sauna our simple to use OCSB control system is the best solution.
Control the time, temperature, lighting and fan from the easy to use
keypad that can be mounted up to 10m from the main control box,
for example behind a reception desk or in a plant room.
EXTRA DUTY BASE
We have increased the size of the base of the sauna making it more
robust and lifting the panels off the ground providing a little more
cabin height, lifting the wall panels off the ground also protects
them from any water laying on the ground prolonging the life of the
sauna.
REINFORCED BENCHES
A double wall frame beneath the bench strengthens and reinforces,
accommodating for the toll of additional bathers.

Light Duty Commercial Base

Domestic Base

We offer a choice of Standard or Delux specification Sauna Cabins,
the major difference in these two specifications is the timber used
for the benches, back rests, head rests, floor mates and heater guard

Celebration
Our Celebration saunas are our most popular and cost effective
specification, they feature kiln dried Finnish Spruce timber for the
benches, backrests, floor mat and heater guard. this timer has small
knots dotted throughout which fits well with the panel claddings.
The lighting provided is a sauna lamp and wooden shade which
gives the cabin a more relaxing atmosphere with it lower lighting.

Deluxe
For those seeking extra style and comfort, our Deluxe specification offers
an upgrade to the Abachi timber for the benches, backrests, floor matt
and heater guard. The backrest has been given an additional slat and is
ergonomically curved for user comfort. Abachi timber is knot free hardwood
with an attractive appearance; it is selected for use in saunas due to its low
thermal conductivity, reducing the need for use of towels in the cabin.
The lighting provided is low voltage spot lights which give a brighter more
modern feel to the cabin.

Safety Glass Door
A full height clear glass door constructed from tempered safety
glass, featuring modern polished chrome hinges and matching
Ash and polished chrome handle with a magnetic catch.

Traditional Finnish Heavy Duty Commercial
Saunas
The heavy duty range of saunas are built for commercial use and include
a number of features that will reduce maintenance, running costs and
prolong the life of the cabin.
Double Insulated Wall Panel
All wall panels are filled with Rockwool and lined with an aluminium
sheet to provide two layers of insulation improving efficiency, reducing
the energy requirements and prolonging the life of the heater.
The base is treated with a water resistant tanking solution so that the cabin
does not absorb water when the floors are cleaned with mop and bucket.

Thicker bench timber

25mm thick Spruce timber is used in the heavy duty range to give a more durable
and stronger benches.

The hidden nail profile of the knot free spruce panels creates a clean
flawless internal finish to the cabin. 18mm
Insulation
Aluminium layer
18mm thick
Scandinavian Class
A Spruce panelling
with hidden nail
profile
Base profile treated
with tanking
solution

Disabled Access Safety Glass Door

A full height clear glass door constructed from tempered safety glass, 940mm in
width to allow for wheelchair access.
Wall panel section

Floor standing heater Models
Oceanic Floor Standing heater with OCS-B controls is
available in 3 sizes: 9kw, 12kw and 15kw, low votage control
panel and high voltage control box. Must be wired three
phase.
ADVANTAGES:
• Built for heavy duty use
• Stainless Steel shell
• Large 25kg rock basket
• Long life incaloy elements

Heat resistant panels

Oceanic Floor Standing Heater
To avoid scorching of the timber panel
behind the heater unit all heavy duty cabins
are supplied with heat resistant panels.

Heatproof
Panel with
optional slate
mosaic wall

Floor
standing
heater
Air vent panel

Heavy Duty Cabin Section

Cool air is drawn in from beneath the heater through the vent panel
behind. The hot air circulates by rising up to the ceiling then falling down
through the benches.

Behind Bench Heater Models
Behind Bench Heater

An option for all heavy duty cabins is the behind bench heater, a wall
mounted unit that is located behind a false wall at the rear of the cabin.
There are many advantages of this model of heater.

Protected heating elements

The heating elements are located directly beneath the rock tray in the
behind bench heater. This prevents water being splashed directly onto
the elements which is a common cause of element failure in standard
sauna heaters.
A water dish and hose are fitted with the behind bench heater, users
pour water into this dish mounted behind the false wall and the water is
distributed evenly across the rocks. Water thrown behind the bench
will also be collected by the rock tray and will never fall directly onto
the elements.

Safer Use

Having the heater hidden out of the way behind a false wall and beneath
the benches prevents any accidental injuries from users being able to
come into contact with the hot surfaces of the heater itself.

Auto dosing

It is simple for this model of sauna heater to be fitted with an auto
dosing pump to control the amount of water being added to the rocks
remotely and prevent the need for users to interfere with the heater. This
further prolongs the life of the heater and provides the client with better
management of the conditions within the sauna.
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Heavy Duty Cabin Section
Cool air is drawn in from beneath the heater through
the vent panel behind. The hot air circulates by rising
from above the false wall then falling down through the
benches.

Behind the bench heater
The Oceanic behind bench heater with OCS-B controls is a wall mounted unit that is located behind a false
wall at the rear of the cabin. There are many advantages of this model of heater
Ladle

ADVANTAGES:
Built for heavy duty use
Protected heating elements
Rocks do not come into contact with heating elements
Drip and eveporation trays control the water dosing. This prevents water being splashed directly onto the
elements which is a common cause of element failure in standard sauna heaters.
A water dish and hose are fitted with the behind bench heater, users pour water into this dish mounted
behind the false wall and the water is distributed evenly across the rocks.
Safer to use - prevents any accidental injuries from users being able to come into contact with the hot
surfaces of the heater
More energy efficient
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Oceanic Behind Bench Heater

Behind Bench Heater
Internal Diagram

Behind Bench Heater
External Diagram

Light Duty Commercial Models

Floor Standing - Cabin Height : 2000

C3030 - 1.88 x 1.98

C3040 - 2.50 x 1.98

C3050 - 3.11 x 1.98

C4040 - 2.50 x 2.60

C4050 - 3.11 x 2.60

Heavy Duty Commercial Models
Floor Standing - Cabin Height 2200mm

HD3030 - 1.88 x 2

HD3040 - 2.49 x 1.98

HD3050 - 3.11 x 1.98

HD4040 - 2.5 x 2.6

HD4050 - 3.11 x 2.6

Behind Bench - Cabin Height 2200mm

HD3030 - 1.88 x 2

HD3040 - 2.49 x 1.98

HD3050 - 3.11 x 1.98

HD4040 - 2.5 x 2.6

HD4050 - 3.11 x 2.6
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658 541 320
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